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(54) Metfiod and device for program distribution

(57) The present invention relates to a method and
device for transmission of program in a transport net-

work/telecommunication network. The information is

provided by a number of distributors which are connect-
ed to a transport network via channel creating devices.

The channel creating devices receive information from
control devices which allocate a number of different time

slots to the distributors. The information which is trans-

mitted digitally in the transport network is after that re-

ceived by channel creating devices to which subscribers

are connected. The information is transformed in the

channel creating devices to for the subscribers receiv-

able information. Information regarding which channels
that are utilized for respective subscribers and respec-

tive programs is transmitted by the control device to the

channel creating devices of the subscribers. The inven-

tion allows that a subscriber identifies a program he/she
wants to watch from an appointed distributor, from which
the program after that is transmitted to the subscriber at

by the subscriber wanted point of time. Program Infor-

mation is only transmitted for the programs to which
there are interested parlies in the network.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present Invention relates to distribution of pro-

grams over a network. To the network a number of pro-

gram distributors are connected which provide pro-

grams to subscribers. The transmission of programs
can be made individually or in broadcast function.

PRIOR ART

Distribution of programs is known in a number of

different variants. In the ether, for instance programs
from different program distributors are transmitted to the

receivers. In this case in advance appointed frequencies
are used for the transmission. The transmission is made
at fixed points of time, and the program distributor con-
trols completely which programs that shall be transmit-

ted and when. The receivers receive the information in

question at the points of time the distributor dictates.

Possibility for the subscriber to watch or listen to current

programs at other points of time can be arranged by the
subscriber utilizing devices which can receive and store

the programs in question to be played back later To uti-

lize different tape recorders is for instance known for re-

ception of radio and TV- programs.

It is further known to transmit programs over cable
networks. In these cases the infomiation is transmitted

by the distributor in the cable network and received by
subscribers. The program supplier also in this case di-

rects the offer to certain times. The subscribers also in

this case have to adapt themselves to the program dis-

tributor's discretion. A certain freedom to watch or listen

to the program at different points of time however exists

with the program distributor In this case possibly trans-

mitting the programs repeated at different points of time.

Consequently it is previously known to transmit for in-

stance radio and TV-programs via land-based radio sta-

tions.

Further, radio and TV-progranns are transmitted in

the ether via different satellite stations. Further it is

known to transmit programs in land-based networks
which are provided by a distributor and to which a
number of receivers are connected. The in the ether

transmitted programs are restricted by the room for fre-

quencies in the ether. In the wirebased networks which
are utilized at present, it Is mostly one distributor that

provides information. The to the receivers transmitted

information reaches all subscribers. To the extent that

certain subscribers shall not have access to certain pro-

grams, an encoding of the programs is made. The sub-
scribers shall at that have access to equipment which
decodes the information to one in the receving device

receivable information.

In patent document EP 633694 is described a sys-
tem to distribute video programs. The method makes
use of just any networkto distribute programs In the form

of packets. The channels are divided in such a way that

video packets can be transmitted to the subscriber with

large bandwidth and a certain bandwidth is reserved for

communication of control signals from the subscriber to

5 "video-on-demand^-systems. To the suggested system
just any number of "VOD*-services can be connected.

In patent document EP 625858 a server is de-

scribed, intended to be utilized in a "video-on-demand"
(VOD). The program information is transmitted to the

10 subscriber in the form of time blocks which consist of

less than one second of video information.

In patent document EP 594350 an interactive tele-

communication system is described. According to the

document the information to different subscribers can
'5 be tailored by dividing and transmitting the Information

in the form of time segment. The receiver receives and
decodes the packets which is intended for him/her.

In patent document US 4994909 a way to distribute

programs from a central unit to a subscriber is de-
20 scribed. The program information is multiplexed at the

central unit and is transmitted in blocks of four programs
to him/her.

In patent document US 4573072 is described a way
to distribute the selection possibilities a telecommunlca-

2S tion system can offer in form of "displayable choices".

This is achieved by multiplexing the information in time
and frequency.

30

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

TECHNICAL PROBLEM

Program distribution shall be possible to perform in

a more flexible way than what is utilized today. Conse-
3S quenlly. the subscriber should have possibility to chose

which program he/she wants to watch or listen to. Fur-

ther, there exists a need to utilize existing distribution

networks in a more effective way. Programs which are
not listened to/watched, should not be in the distribution

"to channel. Moreover the subscribers should have possi-
bility to decide themselves which programs and which
distributor he/she wants to utilize.

Wishes exist to have possibility to transmit a
number of programs from a number of distributors in one

45 and the same network to a number of receivers. The In

the network transmitted Information shall on the one
hand be Identifiable AAoth regard to program, and on the
other hand be Identifiable with.regardto distributor. The'
in the network transmitted infonmation shall be adapta-

50 ble to the capacity of the network. Capacity which is not
utilized by one distributor shall be possible to utilize by
another distributor. The receiver further shall have pos-
sibility to select information from one or more distribu-

tors. Programs which the receiver has selected to have
55 possibility to receive, shall be possible to receive in one

or more reception devices. In the cases a number of re-

ception devices are utilized, different programs shall be
possible to receive in respective reception device. A

2
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second wish Is that existing networks, such as for In-

stance telecommunication networks In different coun-
tries, shall be possible to utilize for program distribution.

The present invention has the intention to solve above
related problems.

THE SOLUTION

The present invention relates to method at program
distribution. Subscribers and distributors are connected
to a transport network via channel allocation devices.

The distributors transmit information to the transport

network via the channel creating devices which divide

the distributor's infomiation in time slots. The channel
creating devices which are connected to the subscrib-

ers, identify time slots in question and transform the in-

formation in these to for the subscriber interpretable in-

formation. The subscriber selects wanted distributor

and wanted program.

In a further development of the invention a distrib-

utor is allocated one or more time slots. At least one time
slot is allocated each program. Control devices in the
system allocate necessary time slots for the programs
to the distributors.

The program offer of the distributors are presented
to the subscribers who select a distributor and wanted
program. The control device allocates time slot/slots for

the program transmission in question. The subscriber is

in this way given possibility to watch/listen to the pro-

gram at a point of time which the subscriber decides.
The distributors only transmit programs which the sub-
scribers at each moment require and watch/listen to.

The subscribers communicate with the distributors for

identificatbn of wanted programs. The control device al-

locates and identifies which time slots that shall be uti-

lized. The channel allocation devices are informed
about which time slots that are utilized in the program
transmission in question.

The present invention further relates to a device at

telecommunication networks for distribution of pro-
grams. To the telecommunication network, channel cre-

ating devices are connected. Connection of program
distributor and receivers to the network is made via

channel allocation devices. The programs are transmit-

ted from the program distributors via the channel creat-

ing devices to the telecommunication networic. Channel
creating devices in connection to the receivers identify

wanted channel/channels and wanted distributor/dis-

tributors. The channel creating devices transform the in

time stots divided infomnation in the network to for the
receivers receivable information. The information is af-

ter that transmitted to the receivers on different radio fre-

quencies, channels, which allow that different programs
are received on one and the same occasion at different

receiving devices at one and the same receiver.

The telecommunication network is at least partly

ring-shaped. The programs are allocated time slots in

the telecommunication network, which correspond to

the program information in question. Preferably one
channelAime slot is allocated for each program. The siz-

es of the time slots are varied depending on the channel
need for the program in question. The receivers further

5 decide which progranrVprograms that are received, and
from which program distributor/distributors the pro-

grams shall be received. Control device/devices are fur-

ther arranged in the telecommunication network. The
control devices receive information from the program

10 distributors regarding the current program offer. The in-

formation is transmitted from the control device to the
channel creating devices for identification of the time
slots in which information shall be transmitted to the tel-

ecommunication network or be extracted from the tele-
is communication networtc. The receivers only have ac-

cess to the in advance appointed programs from respec-
tive program distributor Information regarding the se-
lection is stored at the control devices which are ar-

ranged to infomi the channel creating devices, which
20 are arranged to select time slots in question and trans-

form one from these received infomiation to for the re-

- ceivers receivable information. The information to the
receivers are preferably transformed to frequencies/
channels which can be received at for instance radio

25 and/or TV-receivers, Transmission is in itself also pos-
sible to perform digitally to receiving equipments which
are arranged to receive this type of infonmation. In this

case the channel creating devices transform the infor-

nnationtoforthe receivers receivable digital information
30

ADVANTAGES

The present invention has the advantage that the
subscribers themselves can decide which distributor

3s and which program/programs he/she wants to watch
and listen to. Further, the invention has the advantage
that only programs which the subscriber wants to utilize

are transmitted into the network. The network can in this

way be more effectively used and a number of distribu-
-'o tors can at the same time transmit information in the net-

work. Further, program transmission can be made indi-

vidually to each subscriber.

With the present invention is allowed that a number
of distributors can be connected to one and the same

45 network. The receivers here have possibility to select

programs which are.distributed by one or more distrib-

utors. Only the Infomiation that shall be received by the
receivers in question is extracted frorii the in the network
transmitted information. Accordingly it is not necessary

so to arrange special encoding equipments or decoders.
The invention further allows that transmission of infor-

mation for program purposes can be made in existing

telecommunication networks. Preferably should at that
fibre network be utilized. Other networks can, however,

55 be utilized as far as there is capacity.

By the indicated solution the receivers get possibil-
ity to at the same time receive a number of programs
from one or more distributors on different receiving

3
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equipments which are arranged at the receiver. The re-

ception at that can be made on established channels or

frequencies which are normally used by respective re-

ceiver.

DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES

Figure 1 shows the construction of the invention in

principle.

Figure 2 shows a ring network with a number of dis-

tributors and receivers.

DETAILED EMBODIMENT

In the following the invention is described with ref-

erence to the figures and the terms therein. In Figure 1

a numberof program distributors, Dl, are indicated. Fur-
ther, a number of subscribers. A, are indicated. The dis-

tributors and the subscribers are connected to a distri-

bution network, N, via channel creating devices, KO.
Further there is a control device, SO, indicated. The con-
trol device communicates with the channel creating de-
vices, KO, and the distributors, DI, via signal routes, S.

The distributors, DI, provide a number of programs
which can be received by the subscribers, A

In a first aspect of the invention, the distributors pro-
vide a program offer which is transmitted in the transport
network. The distributors communicate before the trans-
mission with signal creating devices and inform the sig-

nal creating device the number of programs and need
of channels. The signal device analyses the need for

channels from the different distributors. The signal de-
vice after that establishes which need for channels that
exists, and allocates the channels between the different

distributors in a suitable way. After that the channel cre-
ating devices in the system are infomied about which
time slots that are utilized by respective distributors and
where respective programs are located. Depending on
the size of the program one or more time slots can at

that be utilized in ways which are known in connection
with transmission of digital information in a network. The
invention, however, also allows that the control device
can altocate different channels different sizes of range.
Also in this case the channel creating devices are in-

formed, which after that arrange the intomnation in the
channels that are created. Possibility is at that obtained
to utilize the capacity of the transport network in an ef-

fective way. The information which is transmitted from
the distributor can at that be added directly into the in-

dicated time slots, or be transformed in the channel cre-
ating devices to for the network suitable information.

The infomnation is after that transmitted in the network
and is received by channel creating devices, KO, to
which subscribers are connected. A subscriber, A, who
wants to watch/listen to a program, at this informs his/
her channel creating device about his/her wish. The
channel creating device registers the wish and checks
with the control device which time slot or time slots that

shall be decoded. Depending on the subscriber's wish
can at that all Information from a distributor be decoded
and transmitted towards the subscriber. The infornr\ation

can at that be transmitted digitally or transfomned to an-
5 other form, which can be received by the subscriber. The

subscriber at that has possibility to receive all channels
from a distributor In a usual way The subscriber further

can chose only to watch one of the programs which are
transmitted, at which the channel allocation device is in-

10 formed in the same way as previously. The channel cre-

ating device also In this case receives information from
the control device regarding which time slot/slots that

shall be extracted and decoded to make the wanted pro-
gram possible to be transmitted to the subscriber. In the
scenario which is now described, information is trans-

mitted to all subscribers In the network from the distrib-

utors, but the subscribers decide themselves whfch dis-

tributor that shall be favoured. A number of subscribers

accordingly have possibility to receive information from
20 one and the same distributor, or from different distribu-

tors.

In a second variant of the invention the distributors

continuously transmit program Information over the
transport network. The control device at this transmits

2S information to the different channel creating devices
about which channels that can be referred to respective

distributors. When a subscriber wants to receive a pro-
gram, he/she informs the channel creating device,
which infomns the subscriber which distributors that ex-

30 ist. The subscriber after that selects one of the distribu-

tors and checks in the distributor's program list which
programs that exist. The subscriber can at that alterna-

tively look at the program lists of the different distribu-

tors. If the subscriber finds a program which is of Interest

35 and he/she wants to watch/listen to, he/she informs that

to the channel creating device. The channel creating de-
vice informs the control device which in its turn informs
the distributor. The distributor informs the control device
which channel/channels that shall be utilized with regard

40 to the channel need the program requires. The selected
channels are informed about to the distributor's channel
creating devfce and to the subscriber's channel creating
device. The program is after that transmitted from the
distributor to the channel creating device. The channel

^ creating device transfonns the from the distributor re-

ceived information to information which is added to the
selected time slot/slots. The information is after that

transmitted In the transport network and received by the
current subscriber's channel creating device. The sub-

50 scriber's channel creating device after that extracts the
^

information from the stot in question, and transforms the
information to for the subscriber receivable form. The
channel creating device controls during the program
transmission whether the subscriber is still listening to/

55 watching the program. If the subscriber breaks the re-

ception of the program, the checking device Informs the
control device, which in its turn informs the distributor,

after which the connection in question is disconnected.

4
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The current slot which carries the information In the
transport network is after that tree to be utilized by other
distributors and subscribers. The invention accordingly
in this case gives a possibility to the subscribers to in-

dividually and at just any point of time watch or listen to
a program that the distributor has accessible. The dis-

tributor can in this case apply different strategies for

transmission of the program. Thus the program can im-
mediately be transmitted to the subscriber in question,
whereas other subscribers can, with regard to point of
time, watch the same program, but displaced with re-

gard to point of time. In other variants the distributor can
decide that the programs shall be transmitted at decided
points of time, for instance at every quarter of an hour.

At this a nunnber of subscribers who have chosen to

watch or listen to a program are connected to the con-
nection In question.

In a network, N, according to Figure 2, a number of

channel creating devices, K, are arranged, and receiv-
ers, M, connected. In the figure is further indicated that
the network can be divided into different parts, where
the different parts can be ring-shaped, mesh-shaped
etc. In the system is further included control devices, S,

which have the task to distribute accessible channels iri

the network and to distribute said channels in best pos-
sible way with regard to the information which at each
moment Is transmitted in the network. The control de-
vice communicates with all channel creating devices in

the system.

A program which shall be transmitted from a distrib-

utor, D, in the network is transmitted to the channel cre-
ating device to which the distributor's equipment is con-
nected. In connection with the Initiation of the program
transmission, an infomnation is transmitted to the control
device. S. The control device at this receives Information
about the character and size of the pre)gram. The control
device establishes, on the basis of the received infor-

mation, which size of channel range that is required. Ac-
cordingly, different sizes of channel ranges are required,

depending on whether the information that shall be
transmitted relates to speech, music, video, speech and
video etc. When the control device has established
which size of range the program requires, the control
device controls the rest of the traffic which at the mo-
ment is transmitted in the telecommunication network.
The control device after that establishes whether a
channel of sufficient size is accessible in the network or
not. In the case a sufficiently large channel exists, this

is allotted the current connection. If a channel of suffi-

cient size is lacking, is examined whether reorganization
of the channels in the network can be performed and at
that create channel range of sufficient size. If the control
device decides that a reorganization shall be made, the
control device decides the new organisation for the
channels and informs the different channel creating de-
vices In the system how existing channels shall be re-

distributed and how the new channel shall be placed In

the system. The channel creating devices In the system

after that receive information about which time slots in

the information transmission that relate to which pro-

grams and from which distributors.

The from the distributor transmitted information is

5 after that received in the channel creating device in

question. The channel creating device transforms the

from the distributor received information to one for the
network adapted information. The from the distributor

transmitted information can be analog or digital. In the
10 network the information is preferably transmitted digit-

ally. The in the network transmitted information is after

that transmitted in the time slot in question. The infor-

mation is after that transmitted in the network and at that

passes a number of channel creating devices.

When the Infomriation returns to the channel creat-

ing device from which the information was originally

transmitted, new information is added to the time slot in

question. If all information from the distributor has been
transmitted, the time slot in question is released, and no

20 further infomnation is added to it. Reception of the infor-

mation in question is made via channel creating devices
which are connected to the respective receivers. The
channel creating devices connected to the receivers

identify with regard to the information from the control
25 devices the different time slots that shall be transformed

to infomnation that can be received by the receiver
When the from the distributor transmitted information
reaches the channel creating device, this identifies the
time slot in question and transforms the current informa-

30 tion to one for the receiver receivable information. De-
pending on which type of receiver the receiver has, the
information is transformed to different frequencies/
channels which can be received on for instance radio
and TV-sets. The information can further be transformed

35 to digital infomnation which can be received by the re-

ceivers. In this case is of course assumed that the re-

ceivers are arranged for digital information. The digital

information that is transmitted in the network, and that
which is transmitted from the channel creating device to

40 the receivers, is in this case not necessarily of the same
format. Transformation is of course made in the channel
creating device. The information which has been re-

ceived by the channel creating device Is fonwarded to
next channel creating device in the system.

45 The Invention Is not restricted to what is described
above, or to the patent claims, but can be subject to

modifications within the frame of the idea of the inven-
• tion. . .

-

so

ss

Claims

1. Method at prograrii distribution, where subscribers
and distributors have been connected to a transport

network via channel allocation devices, and the dis-

tributors transmit Infomnation to the transport net-
work via the channel creating devices, which ar-

range the information of the distributors In time

5
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slots, characterized in that the channel creating

devices define time slots in question for connection
to the subscribers and transform the information in

the time slots to for the subscriber interpretabte in-

formation, and that the subscriber selects wanted s

distributor and wanted program.

2. Method according to patent claim 1 . characterized
in that one or nnore lime slots are allocated a dis-

tributor. 10

3. IVIethod according to any of the previous patent
claims, characterized in that at least one time slot

is allocated each program.

IS

4. Method according to any of the previous patent
claims, characterized in that control devices allo-

cate the distributors necessary time slots.

5. Method according to any of the previous patent 20

claims, characterized in that the program offerfrom
the distributors are presented to the subscribers,

and that the subscribers select a distributor and a
wanted program, and that the control device allo-

cate time slot/slots at which the subscriber is given 25

possibility to watch/listen to the program at a point
of time which the subscriber decides.

6. Method according to any of the previous patent
claims, characterized in that the distributors only 30

transmit programs which the subscribers at each
moment demand and watch/listen to.

creating devices, characterized in that the channel
creating devices are arranged to divide the pro-

grams from the program distributors in time slots,

that reception of the programs to the receivers is

made by appointing of wanted channel/channels

and wanted distributor/ distributors, at which the

channel creating devices are arranged to transform

the programs to for the receivers receivable infor-

mation, which information is divided Into, for in-

stance, different frequencies which allow that differ-

ent programs are allowed to be received on one and
the same occasion at different receiving devices at

the receiver

10. Device according to patent claim 9, characterized
in that the telecommunication network at least apart
of It is ring-shaped.

11. Device according to patent claim 9, characterized
in that the programs are allocated time slots in the
teleconrvnunication network, corresponding to the
current program information.

12. Device according to any of the patent claims 9-11

,

characterized in that a channel/time slot is allocat-

ed each program.

13. Device according to patent claim 9, characterized
in that the receivers decide which program/pro-
grams that shall be received and which program
distributor/distributors the programs are received
from.

7. Method according to any of the previous patent
claims, characterized in that the subscribers com-
municate with the distributors for identification of

wanted programs, and that the control device on
each occasion allocates and identifies which time
slots that shall be utilized, and that the channel cre-
ating devices are informed about which time slots

that are utilized.

8. Method according to any of the previous patent
claims, characterized In that the channels are flex-

ibly allocated different sizes of ranges depending
on the current need with regard to the program
structure.

9. Device at telecommunication network for program
distribution, to which telecommunication network
channel creating devices are connected, and pro-
gram distributors respective receivers are connect-
ed to the telecommunication network via the chan-
nel creating devices, and the by the program dis-

tributors provided programs are transmitted from
the program distributor to channel creating devices
to the telecommunication network, and the pro-
grams are received by the receivers via the channel

14. Device according to any of the patent claims 9-1 3,
35 characterized in that control device/devices is/are

arranged in the telecommunication network.

1 5. Device according to patent claim 1 4, characterized
in that in the control devices, information is received

^0 from the program distributors regarding the current
program offer, and that information is transmitted
from the control device to the channel creating de-
vices for identification of time slots in which infor-

mation shall be supplied to the telecommunication
45 network, or be extracted from the network.

16. Device according to patent claim 1 3, characterized
in that the receivers are only allocated access to the
in advance appointed programs from respective

50 prograrn distributors, and that information about this
is stored at the control devices, which are arranged
to select current time slots and transfonn one from
these received information to for the receivers re-
ceivable information.

55

1 7. Device according to patent claim 1 6, characterized
in that the infonmafion is transfomied to frequen-
cies/channels which can be received at for Instance

6
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Figure 1
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